
HAMLIN PARK BASEBALL ASSOCIATION TEAM NAME SELECTION POLICY
revised for the 2014 season

Retaining a Team Name
Returning Head Coaches who are remaining in the same division as the previous season can opt to keep their 
team name. This is always an option. In the event that the Returning Head Coach declines, that team name goes 
into the “team name pool”.

Note:  Registered Assistant Coaches who have become registered Head Coaches do not retain any rights to a 
team name from the previous year (when they were not a Head Coach in that division).

Elimination of Previous Season’s Team Name 
In the event that a Returning Head Coach(s) who is remaining in the same division as the previous year has had 
their team name eliminated, the affected Returning Head Coach(s) may select first from the list of teams 
available. In the event there is more than one Returning Head Coach affected by team name elimination, these 
coaches will cut from the deck of cards and the coach with the highest drawn card will have first choice of the 
remaining team names.

Selection of Remaining Team Names  
All remaining Head Coaches will proceed next.  Head Coaches will select in order of the most consecutive years 
of Head Coach service in that division – therefore returning Head Coaches in a division will select ahead of new 
Head Coaches in a division.  For this purpose, a Head Coach returning to a division after at least one season 
away does not retain his prior years of service in a division and is considered new.    

In the event there is a tie among Head Coaches for consecutive years of service in that division, the Head Coach 
with the most overall consecutive years as an Assistant Coach and Head Coach in that same division shall select 
first.  (In other words, additional consecutive years of service as an Assistant Coach in that same division shall 
serve as the primary tie-breaker.)

As the final tie-breaker, any Head Coaches with equal seniority in the division will cut from the deck of cards 
and the coach with the highest drawn card will have first choice of the remaining team names -- the high card 
picks first from the “team name pool”, next highest second, and so on. 

Trading of team names is allowed although all names must be finalized by the conclusion of the meeting at 
which they are picked. All final team names will be reported to the President.

EXAMPLE:
A Head Coach returning for a third consecutive year in a division would select ahead of two Head Coaches who 
are returning for a second year.   The two Head Coaches returning for a second year would consider any 
consecutive years as an Assistant in the division, and if still tied, would draw cards.  Any Head Coaches who are 
brand new to a division would draw cards and select last.  
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